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Abstract 
The consumer is assumed rational, and pursuit of self-utility maximization in Western Economics. Along with the 
rise of China’s mass tourism, the travel consumer group becomes very compelling, but there are lots of criticisms of 
irrational consumption as follows, blind imitation consumption, vanity consumption, excessive concerning about 
price, travel space and time selection unreasonable, consumption structure of eating, accommodation, travel, 
sightseeing, shopping and entertainment is irrational and alienation travel content, tourists are implementers and 
responsible persons for irrational tourism consumption. The author believes that it is not tourists that should be the 
main responsible for irrational tourism consumption, which is related to the immaturity of the whole tourism market, 
national policies and misconduct of tourism enterprises. Improving tourism supply, ensuring reasonable holiday 
system and establishing tourism center can make tourism consumption more reasonable and healthy. Accompanied 
by the gradual maturity of China’s tourism industry , tourism consumption, as a high level of consumption, will 
incline to be rational. 
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1. Introduction 
According to international practice, when the national income per capita amounts are up to 800 US 
dollarsˈthe domestic tourism will rise. In 2000, 930 US dollars national income per capita in China has 
indicated that China enters the era of mass tourism. The national income per capita has exceeded 3000 U. 
S. dollars in 2008, our country has entered the leisure era, with 1,712,000,000 home travellers  and the 
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travel rate achieving 129%.Our country has the biggest domestic tourist market, which brings the 
encouraging economic benefits  and also with the noticeable questions. For instance, in “the gold week” 
people concentrating travel, transportation  unable to withstand the load, tourist attractions overcrowded 
burden, “zero  inclusive-fee” and “negative inclusive-fee”  deteriorat ing the relat ionship of the tourists and 
travel agencies and tour guides, tourists in destination purchasing tourism commodit ies with h igh price 
and inferio rity and so on. Scholars have agreed that Chinese tourists are immature and irrational 
consumption. But, can such these questions be summed up simply as tourists’ non-rationality? Does the 
reality allow tourists to make the rational decision? Who truly should undertake the responsibility? How 
to improve this phenomenon? This article tries to answer these questions . 
2. Literature review 
In Western economics, the consumer is abstracted as an “economic man”, whose nature is assumed to 
be selfish, and “the economic man” can make the rational choices in all economic activit iesˈin other 
words taking selfish as the motive, tries hard to pursue the most greatly economic interest by the 
minimum economical price. The So-called rat ional consumption behaviour refers that the consumer, 
under the power of permission consumption condition, carry ing on the consumption behaviour in the light 
of the effectiveness maximizat ion principle. Touris m consumption refers to all consumption during the 
period from leaving permanent residence to returning to permanent residence. Tourism consumption  
process includes receiving tourism product information, perception, choosing, decision-making, 
purchasing, enjoying and evaluation. Zhiqiang Hou, Xiangmin Zheng (2006) thought tourism 
consumption process had existed irrational performance, as follows: b lind imitation consumption, 
excessive concerning about price, tourism consumption structure unreasonable, destructive tourism 
consumption phenomenon, and excessive safeguarding rights  phenomenon. Huying Zhu (2007) thought 
that the tourists’ irrat ional consumption behaviours are mainly as follows: travel t ime excessive 
concentration, travel space selection unreasonable, alienation travel content, destroying the environment 
and facilit ies. Synthesize the above scholar viewpoint, irrational touris m consumption can be summarized 
as: blind imitation consumption, vanity expense, excessive concerning about price behaviour, travel space 
and time selection unreasonable, structure of eating, accommodations, travel, sighting, shopping and 
entertainment unreasonable, alienation travel content. The author removes the phenomenon of destructive 
tourism consumption and excessive safeguarding rights  out of the irrational tourism consumption. 
Because the irrat ional tourism consumption’s critical criteria  is that tourists do not pursue utility 
maximization in consumption, or consume without considering the income, or not follow the consumption 
law of diminishing marginal utility, or lack of understanding and judgment of touris m product etc. The 
above both should not belong to irrational tourism consumption category. 
3. Reflection of Irrational Tourism Consumption Behaviors 
Geoffrey M. Hodgson (1993) proved that person's decision-making behaviour could impossible 
achieve all-round rational degree from the perspective of philosophy and psychology. Harvey 
Leeibenstein (1993) had the non-rational behaviour. The classical so-called fu lly rational economic man 
was only an extreme and isolated case. We admit  that as an economic entity, the tourist can not be 
completely rational, but it does not mean that the various above-mentioned irrational consumption 
behaviours are contributed to the tourist. By analyzing each of the above-mentioned irrational 
consumption behaviours, according to the definition of irrational touris m consumption, we will find that 
tourists should not be the object of our b lame.  Each  one’s behaviour emergency is subject to the 
constraints of the corresponding environmental factors (social and economic environment) or simply not 
the fault of tourists. See figure1. 
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Figure1 Reflection of irrational tourism consumption behaviours 
3.1. Re-understanding of Blind Imitation Consumption 
The blind imitation consumption means  the behaviour of referencing other tourists’ behaviours to 
choose destination, time  and way  of t ravel. Whether proper or notˈthe purchase process of tourism 
consumption should be first understand. 
Tourist consumption’s process can be decomposed into: collecting informat ion, proposing the 
purchase plan, determining the purchase standard, making purchase decisions and post-purchase 
evaluation. First, information collecting involves tourism information sources, possibly accumulated in 
our usual bit by bit, for instance Mount Hua in Shanxi, since ancient t imes, a Mountain Road. Insufficient 
experienced tourists  need the media and relatives and friends informing. The tourism involves eating, 
accommodation, travel, sighting, shopping and entertainment, which means that tourists not only need 
informat ion of tourist attractions, but also accommodation, transport, tourist routes and other informat ion. 
Through glancing over the destination website, travel agency consultation, television and newspaper 
publicity, we obtain the necessary informat ion. Due to the intangibility of tourism product, produced and 
consumed at one and the same time, allopatry, and comprehensive features, tourists can not prejudge the 
quality of touris m products  which will increase the risk of purchase. Moreover, if the irrational tourism 
consumption caused by listening to the recommendations of friends, family  and social media is irrational, 
then the social media's propaganda and the relat ives and friends’ recommend instead is the problem root. 
3.2. Re-understanding of Vanity Consumption 
If as scholars said, there has existed tourist vanity consumption, vanity consumption is not the tourist 
unique behavior, everyone has the vanity, and man alive  will consciously or unconsciously compare with 
the surrounding. An American writer said: “your bankruptcy is because of others ’ eyes.” Except yourself, 
others are blind, then what to wear or not wear clothes does not matter. Shaohe Liu gave an example of 
tourist vanity consumption that visitors had to go shopping for saving face in  “shopping paradise”üHong 
Kong. Actually in the travel process, vanity consumption  has been reduced relatively. Vanity 
consumption is one kind of consumer behaviour due to comparisons with others, people won’t arb itrarily 
compare, usually with the person they know. At destinations, there are so few comparisons of the object 
that vanity consumption is reduced. One kind of tourist motives is to show the status, and to insist saying 
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tourist vanity consumption, then, to show off his/her status is more in line with the definition. However, 
tourism has become a mass behaviour, so such motive has been weakened. 
3.3. Re-understanding of Excessive Concerning about Price 
Tourism is a high level of consumption, with higher demand elasticity, whose demand would be 
greatly increased when price drops. So t ravel agencies, attractions  and hotels prefer to cut prices to attract 
more tourists. Abroad, travel agency, popular among tourists, is interpreted as a service department which 
helps tourists save money and time. Imagin ing Chinese tourists purchase overseas travel agencies’ service, 
whether there will be “zero inclusive-fee”, or “negative inclusive-fee”? I do not think so, because in a 
sound mechanism of market, credit  is precious than gold. Travel agencies may attract tourists through the 
reduction; however it is obviously against the business ethice that adopt deceit, inducing or coercion 
means to increase the tourists’ consumption in the travelling process after attracting tourist's purchase. 
Tourists are victims. Tourists need richer experience and adequate information to identify “zero inclusive-
fee” and “negative inclusive-fee”. 
3.4. Re-understanding of Travel Space and Time Select Unreasonable 
The problem which scholars put forward  mainly aims at  “the gold week blowout” phenomenon . The 
phenomenon says that massive tourists concentrate in some scenic areas which results in traffic 
congestion, reception facilit ies in short supply, price dramatic rising, service quality dropping in these 
places. Tourism, as an off-site consumption behaviour, which needs tourists have a relatively 
concentrated leisure t ime, however, tourists can not control the amount of leisure t ime. Weekend  tourism 
is generally confined to the peri-urban areas, but not all companies have implemented two-day weekend 
in China. Therefore, many of the accumulation of middle  and long-distance travel demands exp lode in 
small holiday and long holiday. 
Tourists, who have freedom of destination choice, tend to visit  those destinations which can b ring 
them maximum utility. Tourists can not judge the quality of attractions before consumption, so their 
choices mostly rely on attractions’ evaluation rank. The 4A level scenic area surpasses the 3A level scenic 
area in the tourist mind, and the international level scenic spot area surpasses the provincial level scenic 
spot area. With this standard, visitors will visit these more famous scenic spots in their leisure time .Thus, 
famous tourist destination, such as Tsingdao, crowded in the peak season. 
That tourists use the principle of maximum utility to make decision unexpectedly turns into 
irrational consumption behaviour, which is obviously not the tourists’ own fault. If you go to the famous 
scenic spot, it will get very crowded and affect the quality of tour, if not the famous scenic spot, the 
opportunity cost of leisure time will be increased, at the same time experience will also be unable to 
achieve the best, and the anticipated effectiveness will not be achieved. People prefer to go to the famous 
scenic area during the limited vacation in v iew of the fact that these well-known scenic spots are 
formidable attractions, as well as tourists’ continual leisure time scarcity. Tourists can not make the 
decision of utility maximization at in this stage under the limit of leisure time. 
4. Object reasons of irrational tourism consumption 
The irrationality of the market which forms in the social practice foundation plays important roles in 
the social practice. In different times, the specific contents of irrational market will be different. Through 
the analysis of the article’s third part, we can draw that our tourists, under the influence of various factors , 
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are forced to make irrational consumption decisions. These influencing factors are the present stage 
product of China’s socialist market economy. See figure2. 
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Figure2 Object reasons of irrational tourism consumption 
4.1. Travel Information Imperfect 
According to the new classical economics theory, under the assumption of complete information, 
resource allocation will be in a valid state, and the consumer can achieve utility maximizat ion. Complete 
informat ion is the basic condition to make an optimal decision. Tourist chooses the combination products 
of utility maximizat ion in own budget level, but the premise is  that each consumer can obtain the 
complete information, simultaneously can portray each touris m product’s utility. Actually  tourist is 
unable to master the complete information and portray each tourism product’s utility. Explosive growth of 
products and service types which enables the tourist to have more choices also disperses his/her collection 
informat ion endeavour for the most superior expense decision-making. Under the constraints of time, 
money and personal energy, Tourists have to make decisions according to the local, limited information 
they have mastered, so they can only make relative satisfactory choice.  
  Comparatively  speaking, the domestic touris m market has greater informat ion barriers than abroad, 
at the same time untrue and inaccurate informat ion is widespread. The informat ion of many scenic spots, 
transportation lines and general accommodation facilities  is not complete; in th is case, tourists  will visit a  
nice attraction with good accessibility instead of the attraction with huge effectiveness. While, tourism 
information system is not perfect, this actually limits the many tourists’ choice. 
4.2. The Responsibilities of Government for Irrational Tourism Consumption 
Tourism Golden Week “blowouts” phenomenon is indeed an urgently needed solution question, but 
we do not merely seek reasons through tourists. The choice of travel time depends on the leisure time they 
have. For the general tourists, their travel t ime is the weekend and the legal holiday, because paid 
vacation has not benefited the majority of people. Large population movements take place in small long 
vacation and long vacation, so travel time centralization can be imagined. 
China has many scenic spots, which could share the passenger flow orig inally. However, people tend 
to choose those famous scenic spots with long guidance of the consumption idea of “returning from 
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Yellow Mountain, it is unnecessary  to visit five mountains, and returning from five mountains, it is 
unnecessary  to visit other mountains ”, as well as some exaggerated propaganda slogans that “A man 
who has never reached the Gulangyu Island does not arrive in  Xiamen, he does  not come to Gulangyu 
Island unless he has arrived at the Sunlight Rock”. The Chinese government also eager to give scenic 
assessment level, and the local tourism promotion also highlights these highest rank attractions; these acts 
guide the tourist to concentrate in these famous attractions. However, the amount of famous attractions in 
China is so large, taking the five A-level attractions as tourists' first choice and 2000 as the beginning of 
our domestic mass tourism, our existing five A-level attractions amount to 66, supposing that each 
Chinese tourist visits four 5 A -level attractions on average a year, he/she needs on average 15 years more 
or less to visit 66 attractions, so these famous attractions on the needs of visitors are not impossible busy, 
concentrating on selection destinations in the sense being.  
Owing to tourism administration’s breach of duty, “Unlicensed travel agency”, “unlicensed tourism 
vehicle” and “unlicensed tour guide” are popular, touris m souvenirs asks salt prices, which seriously 
damage tourist's benefit. 
4.3. The responsibilities of Tourism Enterprise for Irrational Tourism Consumption 
Firstly, it is the travel agency that should undertake the responsibility for irrational touris m 
consumption. “Zero inclusive-fee” and “Negative inclusive-fee” are strong evidences that the travel 
agency deceives tourists. In Beijing ,visiting the Shuiguan Great Wall instead of the Badaling Great Wall, 
visiting ding mausoleum underground palace instead of Zhaoling Mausoleum of the Ming Dynasty, 
visiting the Royal Courtyard, however, being forced to walk into the Chinese medicine clinics, and 
having been added some self-paid projects, in Lintong, that the time of v isiting other small attraction or 
shopping is much longer than visiting the Terra Cotta Warriors of course is irrational consumer behaviour, 
which are handled by some travel agencies. Tourists also are in an unfavourable situation when shopping, 
because the commodity targeting at tourists are ridiculously overpriced. Most of tourists can not 
distinguish true jade from false jade, merely listening to dealers’ boast. Tourism enterprises  that have 
absolute information advantages convey informat ion to tourists in their favour or convey ambiguous 
informat ion to mislead tourist spending, such as false propaganda, induced consumption, improper 
identification. See figure3. 
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Figure3 Irrational tourism consumption 
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Besides well-known tour operators, many touris m enterprises can not obtain the confidence of 
tourists at this stage in China, which requires tourism operators to establish business ethics and to realize 
a “win-win” situation with tourists. When Chinese tourists also consider travel agency as a sector which 
can save money and time  for themselves, they can realize  more rational consumption rely ing on the 
arrangements of travel agency. 
5. Guiding Measurements of Irrational Tourism Consumption 
5.1. Rational Exploits the Positive Role of Human’s Irrational Factors 
Tourist, as an indiv idual with desires, feelings, beliefs, is in  itself the rationality and the irrat ional 
complex. The rat ionality is not necessarily a good deed and the irrationality is not necessarily a bad thing. 
From the perspective of the driving force of social development, the ro le of human irrationality should not 
be underestimated. Without one's desires and feelings, there can be no wealth creation and production. If 
you do not inspire people's material and spiritual desires, the whole society will lose its vitality . The 
market  economy itself inherently contains the stimulus of human desires, emot ions and other irrational 
factors. In 2009, “the State Council’s Suggestions on Accelerating Touris m Development” was adopted, 
tourism which  has been considered a strategic pillar industryˈwill play  an active role in  the capital 
growth, domestic demand expanding, the structure readjusting. So  we must effectively stimulate people’s 
desire to travel through the social mechanisms, at the same time actively guide and standardize people’s 
irrational factors in order to play a positive role. 
5.2. Improve Tourism Supply 
In 2008, national income per capita broke through 3000 US dollars, so our country entered into the 
leisure time. Now people with strong economic potentiality have more intense travelling demand. In order 
to keep the tourism supply and demand balance, we must strengthen the tourism destination’s 
construction. The tourism destination’s construction do not only refer to increase the scenic area and 
scenic spot, but regarding the destination as a whole tourism product, because tourists not only contact 
with the attractions, but also involve eating, accommodation, transportation, shopping and entertainment. 
Tourism destination construction includes two aspects: hardware facility construction and service 
promotion. Touris m product’s richness and variety will increase tourists’ choice opportunity; particularly 
the short distance tourism destination's improvement might disperse the busy season pressure of the 
popular attractions. Strengthen marketing efforts of the newly established tourism attractions, so that they 
can be perceived correctly by v isitors. At the same time, it  is necessary to build more civilized  tourism 
environment and establish a better tourism image, government should play important roles in monitoring 
the operators’ business activities and timely handle the complaints of tourists, local tourism operators 
should adhere to business ethics. In a free choice market with good faith management, tourists will 
greatly reduce the irrational consumption. See figure4. 
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Figure4 The factors of tourism Supply 
5.3. Ensure Reasonable Holiday System 
The leisure time's arrival needs people have enough free time. Our country current exists weekend of 
104 days, legal holiday of 11 days as well as paid vacation of 5-15 days, it seems that people have enough 
leisure time, moreover many experts have also demonstrated  that the existing holiday system of the 
combination of the short vacation and long vacation ensures both short-distance destination and long-
distance destination available and the annual tourism hot but not explosive. The real populations who 
really enjoy these vacations are few and far between concentrate on the upper-class in society, most of 
whom work in government agencies, institutions , foreign-funded enterprises and large domestic. A 
majority of wage-earning class do not completely  benefit from it, for example  people who work in the 
labor-intensive industries can not enjoy the two-day weekend. In Wenzhou, a lot of factory workers  who 
rest a day each month, have no chance to enjoy the legal holiday like Qingming Festival, moreover they 
are paid as the ordinary day during the legal holiday. When these workers’ normal rest is unable to satisfy, 
it is meaningless to study how to promote their traveling quality. Since our country has formulated 
holiday system, it should not be degenerated into the enjoyment of the privileged class, but benefit the 
majority of the population. Touris m is still a luxury  product for those people lacking of time and 
discretionary income, once they constrained tourism demand eruption in some spot, it will cause 
imbalance of supply and demand. Therefore, at present, we need to devote in popularize the existing 
holiday system in most parts of our country. 
5.4. Establish Tourism Information Center 
Information is an important element in  decision-making. People often can not make rat ional 
decisions, for they do not master enough information, if they get enough information, tips, instructions, 
many acts can be avoided, such as higher price for fake gem. So  to make a rational decision, we must 
ensure that visitors have access to basic informat ion. Currently, the available channels where tourists 
access to travel information include through the network, travel agency, Travel Channel, magazines and 
people’s recommendation etc. However, to make relatively rational decision, my suggestion is that each 
city establishes a tourism information centre, allowing v isitors to communicate with the consultant face to 
face or supporting telephone consultation, whose main role is to help local people make travel decisions, 
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as well as provide local information to help foreign tourists. Touris m information centre is a public 
service organization, taking objective, passion and considerate as service aim. A ll-around informat ion of 
attractions, transportation, hotels  can be provided to tourists, as well as ideas and suggestions for people 
to travel. This informat ion centre provides advisory services only, not relating to booking service which is 
travel agencies and other intermediary agencies’ business. 
6. Conclusions 
The irrational touris m consumption behavior refers that tourist, influenced by various factors, makes 
irrational tourism consumption decisions. It is usually characterized  by tourist not to pursue utility 
maximization, or consume without considering the income, or not follow the consumption law of 
dimin ishing marginal utility, or lack of understanding and judgment of tourism product etc. However, it is 
not the tourist that should undertake too much responsibility, as discussed in the article, tourist sometimes 
is forced to make such a decision, we should not only notice event's surface, but further carry  out deep 
inquisition, if just noticing tourists’ problems, obviously it is useless for question solution and market 
perfection. 
Western tourists are able to carry out mature attitude for destination decisions; nearly 50 percent of 
Americans describe themselves as “outdoor people”. Rich tourism experiences and smooth channels of 
informat ion make them timely  access  to product information, which guarantee them to make relatively 
rational decision. Chinese tourists’ travel experiences are not rich enough to avoid the irrational decisions, 
but “a fail into the pit  and a gain in your wit”, for example, online tourists mutual remind that you should 
not receive certain travel agencies ’ service, not go shopping in certain  shops, not accommodate in certain 
hotels. Tourists are gradually mature, but also need the proper guidance of the state, society, and 
enterprises. During this t ransfer, we must tolerate some problems, give a strong support to tourists  and 
help build a trusted environment. 
To realize rational touris m consumption, besides need tourists’ endeavour and maturity, we also 
need a fair and open market environment. We anticipate that the Chinese tourists will unceasingly 
accumulate the tourism experience, at the same time a sound market environment will be formed 
gradually. Therefore, the improvements of in formation services, touris m supply and holiday system’s 
implement are needed to create a mature market environment. Do all of that, more rat ional tourism 
consumption in China will be able to achieve. 
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